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Unfortunately the woman who killed the fish is me. But I swear to you that it was unwittingly.

Of all the people in the world, why me? who doesn't have courage to kill a living thing! I even

avoid killing one or other cockroach.

I give you my word of honor that I am a trustworthy person and my heart is sweet: I never let

any child or animal soffer near me.

But me, of all the people, killed the two little red fish which don't do harm to anyone and are

not ambitious: they just want to live.

The People too wanted to live , but unfortunately they also wanted to make use of life to do

something good.

I don’t have the courage yet to tell you right now how it happened. But I promise that in the

end of this book I will tell you, who will be reading this sad history, will be forgiving me or not.

You will be asking: why only at the end of this book?

And I reply:

-It's because in the start and in the middle I will tell you some stories of animals that I had,

just so you can see that I may have killed the fish unintentionaly. I hope that, by the end of

the book, you will already know me better and will give me the pardon that I ask related to

the two “littles red” deaths. At home we called the fish “littles red”

I've always liked animals.I had a childhood surrounded by cats. I had a cat that once in a

while would give birth to a nest of kittens. I didn’t let they give away any of them.

The result was that the house was more joyful for me, but hellish for the big people. After all,

I can't stand my cats anymore, they gave away, without me knowing, the female cat along

with the kittens.

I was so unhappy that I got sick with a very high fever.

So they gave me a cat made of cloth to play with.

I didn’t care for it, because I was used to living cats.

The fever went away much later.

Well, Let's change the subject. I will tell beforehand, some important things, so you won't be

sad with my crime.If I had guilt, I would confess to you, because I don't lie to any boy or any

girl. I only lie sometimes to certain types of big people because it is the only way.There are

some big people who are so annoying. Don't you think?They don't understand the soul of a

child. Kids are never annoying.



For now I can only say that the fish died of hunger because I forgot to give them food. I will

tell you later, but in secret, only you and I will know it.

I hope that until the end of this book you may forgive-me.

Before we start, I want you to know my name, which is Clarice. And you, how are you

called?

Say your name quietly and my heart will hear it.

I ask you to read this history until the end. I'm gonna tell you some things: my house has

natural animals. Natural animals are those that we did not invite nor did we buy them. For

exemplo, I never invite a clockroach to have lunch with me.

My house has many natural animals, except rats, thank God, because I fear and disgust

them.

Almost every mother is afraid of rats.The fathers do not fear them: they even like it because

they have fun hunting and killing this animal that I detest. Do you pity rats?I do, because it is

not a good pet to love and to caress. Would you caress a rat? Maybe you do not fear it and

are more courageous than I am in so many things.

I have a friend that, when he was a boy, he raised a white rat. I got so disgusted that I only

want to shake my friend's hands when the scare goes away. His rat was actually a female

rat, and was called Maria de Fatima.

Maria de Fatima died in “a little horrible” way. (I said “a little horrible” because deep within it

made me very content) :a cat ate it as fast as we eat a sandwich.

As I was saying , my home’s natural animals were not invited. They showed up, just like this.

For exemplo: I have cockroaches. And they are very ugly and very old cockroaches, who do

nothing good to anyone. On the contrary, they even gnaw my clothes which are in the closet.

Do you know that I had a damned war with cockroaches and the winner in this war was me?

I did the following: I paid cash to a man who does only this in his life: kill cockroaches.

This man does a thing called fumigation. He spread this remedy through the whole house.

This remedy has a very strong scent that doesn't hurt us but it makes the cockroaches

extremely dizzy, until they die.

But it seems that one cockroach before dying tells another, in a very low-pitched voice, that

my house is dangerous for their breed, and in this way, the news spreads to the cockroach's

world and they don't come back to my house. Only six months later they gained the courage

to come back, but I call the remedy’s guy again, and they run away again.

Cockroaches are another animal that I pity on. No one likes them, and everyone wants to kill

it. Sometimes the father of a child runs all over the house with a slipper at hand, until he

catches one and hits it over with the slipper till it dies.I  pity on them because no one wants

to be good for them. They are only loved by others cockroaches. I am not to be blamed: who



told them to come. They came without invitation. I only invited animals that I like. And of

course I invite big people and small people.

You know what? I decided right now to invite girls and boys to visit my house. I am gonna be

so happy that I will give each kid a cake slice, a very delicious drink and a kiss on the

forehead.

Another natural animal of my house is...guess!

Did you guessed it? If you did not guess it, it doesn't matter, I will tell you. Another natural

animal of my house is the gecko. They are comical and don't do anything bad. On the

contrary: they love to eat flies and mosquitos, and this way they clean my whole house.

I don't kill geckos but there are people who cut them with slippers. Now that is funny: every

loose part of the gecko starts to move by itself. For exemplo, a cut and loose piece of leg

moving on the ground and trembling all the time. The movement of the parts before they

died is a mystery. What I do not understand is the horrible taste of the gecko for flies and

mosquitos. But of course: I am not a gecko, so I don't like the things it likes, nor does it likes

the things I like.

There was that one time that we caught a mosquito and we took a close look with a powerful

lens. And you can't imagine how the face of a mosquito is. Is very weird. I am not afraid of

mosquitos or flies, but both are a bother for me.The gecko who is my great friend, helps me

by bringing me joy, because mosquito for it is like desert. We people like coconut dessert for

exemplo, but the gecko seems to have disgust for this sweet.

The gecko doesn't speak, doesn't sing, and doesn’t dance. It doesn't like people because it

is afraid of them. The gecko would be a danger for us if it has the same size as the alligator.

Now I am gonna talk about the invited animals, like my invitation to you. Sometimes it is not

enough to just invite: we have to buy it.

For exemplo, I invited two rabbits to live with us and I paid some money to their owners.

Habit has a very secret history, I mean, with a lot of secrets.

I even told a habit’s history in a book to the big people and to the small ones. My book about

habits is called like this: “The mystery of the thinking habit”. I really like to write histories for

kids and big people. It makes me very content when the big people and the little ones likes

what I had written.

If you like to write or to dance or to draw or to sing, do it, because it is great: while we play

like this we don't feel lonely, and the heart stays warm.

Back to the habits, there are people who eat habits. I dont have the courage to do it because

it is like I will be eating a friend. The two habits that we had at home were my friends.

We had also here at home, two ducks that we bought that kept walking all day after us with

that funny way to walk off the ducks.



Another animal that thinks we are its mother is the chick. On this point the chick is like

people: longing for the mother-chicken warm. The good thing that we can do for a chick that

is chirping and crying of yearning is to hold it in our hands and warm its body. When we hold

it we feel the tiny little heart beating inside of its little cute and warm body. Under the soft

feathers we feel the thin little bone of its ribs. Chicks are always skinny. And, far from its

chicken, it dies easily. I have bought a lot of chicks and the majority of them died. Only the

chicks with the strongest soul continue to survive.

As for dogs I had two. The first one I got like this: I was living on a land called Italy. One day,

walking through the city’s streets, I saw a cur dog.

Cur dogs are so intelligent that the one I saw felt right away that I was a good person to the

animals and got excited at the same minute, shaking his tail.

As for me, I just look at him and I feel in love with his face. Despite being italian, has a face

of brazilian and the face of someone who is called Dilermando. I paid money to its owner

and I brought Dilermando to my home. As soon as I got there I gave it food. It seems so

happy that I was his owner that spent all day looking at me and shaking its tail. Maybe its

other owner was beating it, making Dilermando so happy for changing owners.

Dilermando was almost as intelligent as a two years old kid. He was always following behind

me to not feel alone. And he ate everything so he got fatter.

He spent all day sniffing things: dogs sniff things to understand it; they don’t think too much,

are guided by the love from theirs hearts and from others hearts..

Dilermando Liked me so much that he would almost go crazy when he, using his nose, got

my mother-woman smell and my perfume's smell that I always use.This perfume its called in

french “Vert et Blanc”, that is, “White and Black”, and was invented by a man called Carven.

As you can see, everything exists in this world: woman who beats dogs, others who never

bet them, a man who makes money by killing cockroaches, a man who makes a mixture and

invents perfume. I am saying all this so you can remember when you grow up that there is

so much to do in life.

Well, but the Dilermando’s smell. He detest taking a bath, thinking I was being bad when I

forced him to do this sacrifice. As it was arduous to give him a bath everyday and he would

run away with soap on it, I ended up bathing him only two times a week. The result, of

course, is that he had a strong smell and I would feel it immediately with my sense of smell,

because humans too have a sense of smell. Do you have it? I bet you have, because



besides being human, we are animals too.The man is the most important animal of the world

because apart from feeling, the men solve, and talk. The pets talk without using words.

Do you know how I had to be separated from Dilermando? The thing is that I had to move

away from Italy and go to a country called Switzerland. And in this country the hotels don’t

allow dogs to enter. So I chose a very good lady to take care of him. At the time of saying

goodbye to him, I was so sad that I cried. And Dilermando also cried. Many years later, I was

living in a Country called the United States of America. And I bought a Dog named Jack. I

don't remember the breed he was because I don't notice those differences. I like all the

human races, and animal races.

Jack was one of those big dogs that bark all the time and watch the house to not let any thief

in.

Jack would do some things in his disciplined life: bark, eat, date a lot, watch the house,

sleep, and play with us.

He had a very joyful life because he liked all he did. Same as me, because I do many things

in life and I like what I do. Many things I do without liking it, just because I should. Jack was

less intelligent than Dilermando, but he was a very brave dog.

Do you know what happened? It was like this: at night Jack stayed in front of the house

because he thought he was an important big-headed dog so he started to watch the whole

street, without anyone asking. When someone passed by, on the faraway street, he would

barked so much that it would wake up the whole neighborhood.

Until one dawn a neighbor wearing pajamas came to our house and said that he was tired of

being unable to sleep and if Jack stayed with us he would shoot him.

The neighbor was very angry and I saw that he would indeed shoot Jack. To save

Jack’s life, we gave him to a very good family that lived on a ranch where Jack could bark as

much as he wanted.

I had only these two happy dogs in my life. Now I am gonna tell you a monkey’s history that

is a little happy and a little sad.

Imagine that I left home to shop and when I came back and entered the house I sensed

something weird going on. All the people were on the balcony at the back so I went to see

what was there.

You won't believe that I never expected what I found: a monkey. Actually it was a monkey so

big that it seemed like a baby gorilla. It was very agitated and nervous because it didn't knew

the house well. He was so agitated that would suddenly climb on the extended clothes at the

clothes line, dirtying all the washed clothes. From up there he was yelling like a sailor giving

orders on a ship. And would throw banana peel that would fall over us. Well, this huge

monkey started to live with us. Every time I went to the service area he would be so happy



that would jump from one corner to another, dirtying everything. You know very well that

monkeys are animals that are the most similar to a person. This monkey seemed to have

human life. It was like a Crazy man. As he would do a horrible mess on the house, I decided

to give him to the kids from the hill, who loves monkeys. At home everyone got sad and

angry with me. One more year passed. One afternoon I was walking through the streets to

buy presents for Christmas. The streets were full of people buying presents. In the middle of

all those people, I saw a group of people and went to see: it was a man selling monkeys, all

of them dressed like people and very funny. I thought that all the people at home would

adore the christmas present, if it was a little monkey. I chose a female little monkey that was

soft and beautiful and that was very small. It was wearing a red skirt, and was using earrings

and a necklace. It was very gentle to us and she slept all the time.

It was nicknamed Lisete. Lisete sometimes appeared to be smiling apologizing, for sleeping

so much. Eat, she almost didn't eat, and would stay at a corner belonging just to herself.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

On the fifth day I started to suspect that Lisete wasn’t in good health. Because it wasn’t

normal her way of being quiet and silent in her corner.

On the sith day, I almost screamed when I guessed: “ Lisete is dying , let's take her to the

veterinarian”. A veterinarian is the doctor who only takes care of animals.

We were very scared because we loved Lisete and her woman's face.

Ah, my God, we already liked Lisete so much. I wrapped Lisete with a table napkin

and went in a hurry to the animal’s hospital. There, they immediately gave her an injection to

prevent her from dying right away. The Injection was so good that it seemed like she was

cured for good because she suddenly became so happy that she was jumping around the

place. making happy screeches, making really monkey's faces, she was crazy to please us.

We found out, then, that she loved us too much and that she didn't show it before because

she was so sick that she didn't have the strength.

But, when the injection effects passed, she stopped again suddenly and became all quiet

and sad on my hand. Then the doctor said a terrible thing:  that Lisete would die.

There I understood that Lisete was already very sick when I bought her. Thedoctor said that

monkeys are not to be bought on the streets because sometimes they are very sick. We

asked very nervous:

-What now? What are you gonna do Doctor?

He reply like this:

I'm gonna try to save her life, but she has to stay the night in the hospital.

We came back home with an empty table napkin and an empty heart too. Before



sleep, I ask God to save Lisete.

On the next day, the veterinarian called to tell that Lisete died during the night. I understood

then that God wanted to save her. I had my eyes full of tears and didn't had the courage to

give the news to people at home. In the end I did tell them, and everyone became very, very

sad.

Because of sheer yearning , one of my sons asked:

"Do you think she died with the necklace and earring on?"

I said that I was sure she did and that even dead, she would stay beautiful.

Also because of sheer yearning, another son of mine looked at me and said with tenderness:

“Mom, do you know that you looked so much like Lisete?”

If you think that I found it offensive because I looked like Lisete, you are wrong.

Firstly, because we really look like monkeys; secondly, because Lisete was full of charm and

she was very beautiful.

-Thank you my son - Was what I said to him and I gave a kiss on his forehead.

-

There will be a day that I will buy a healthy monkey. But to forget about Lisete?

Never.

Well, now rest a little bit, because I am gonna tell a history so horrible that it seems like a

movie of the goody and the baddy. It is a history of love and hate mingled in just one heart.

Are you rested? Good, so pay much attention, because this dog´s history is terrible indeed.

Don't think that I am inventing my histories. I give you my word of honor that my histories are

not lies: it really happened.

Well, get ready because I will start.

A friend of mine, Called Roberto, had a dog called: Bruno Barberiri de Monteverdi. Is a long

name for a dog, but he was called like this. When we wanted to talk to him we would just call

Bruno otherwise his name would be enormous.

Bruno had a friend, a dog too, that watched the neighbor's house. This Bruno's dog-friend

was called Max.



They were so close that one called another inviting to lunch and they would put their noses

on the same food plate. Of course Bruno neither Mark spoke , they only barked. And the

invites to lunch at another's home were transmitted like this: barking a little, waging the tails,

standing in front of each other. Then the dog would understand that was to

follow the other and have lunch together.

I forgot to tell you that Bruno Barberini Monteverdi had a passion for his owner, Roberto. And

he was very loyal. Bruno wouldn't let anyone approach his owner too much, thinking they

would attack him. Every night he would wait awake for his owner to come back and only

would go to sleep when his owner arrived. I am telling you this so you can understand the

tragedy that happened.

One day, Max was having lunch at Bruno's house when his owner enter the

kitchen. No one knows why Max decides to make a "party" on Bruno's owner. And to do the

"party" he approached Bruno's owner and leaned on his leg. Bruno was astonished for a

second: He thought that Max was going to attack Roberto so he ran to defend his owner.

To defend his owner, he threw himself at Max, who was not guilty. But Max, seeing he was

being fiercely attacked, reacted. The result was a bloody

fight. Max had more strength than Bruno. Bruno was being ripped to pieces. Finally

Roberto got the two separated.

Bruno was badly injured and almost dying. His heart almost didn't beat anymore. Roberto

quickly carried Bruno to the animal's hospital. There they gave him  an injection to revive the

heart that was almost stopping. They took care of his wounds from the body and from the

head, and Bruno stayed for a few days at the hospital. Until got better and could came back

home.

Now I ask you: what did Bruno do?

Bruno was so brave that, cured from his wounds, went to attack Max. Who gave him

the bigger beating that I can imagine. And this time the injury was so

grave that even Bruno's ears were entirely ripped. Roberto Carried him to the hospital again,

where this time, Bruno stayed for two months. When he was cured, he came back home.

And now answer me: What do you think Bruno did?

You guessed correctly. Bruno went to get revenge and to attack Max.

But this time he did with so much, but so much anger that his strength raised and

became diabolical.

And he finally killed Max.

But the Dog's world is different. Doesn't exist police for they to make

a complaint. So the dogs themselves manage the fights, do the job of the judge and police,

and sometimes behaves like armed bandits. The dogs don't forgive each other.



What happened was that the neighbor's dogs turned against Bruno e didn't

forgive Max's horrible death.

So to get revenge, they started to surround Bruno. Bruno was already afraid of

going out to the street. When he left home, he was very suspicious, looking from side

to side.

Finally seeing that nothing bad happened, he starts to peacefully go out again. And this was

a big mistake from Bruno.

One afternoon he was passing through by himself and mourning Max's death who was his

only friend. He was missing him so much. A good friend isn't found everyday. The dogs have

a very big soul, they even understand us. The Dog's world is full of love to be given, and they

give it for free. Bruno was very sad feeling longing for the one who he had killed because he

loves Roberto.

On this sad afternoon, when he didn't even have the pleasure to sniff the things,

Suddenly a dog appeared at the street corner.

And suddenly at the other street corner, another dog. And then, came out from the

neighbour's house, three dogs.

Bruno figured out right away that he was surrounded by many big and strong dogs.

Bruno knew that the Dog's law is the revenge. He wanted to escape but could not

break the encirclement. The dogs formed a kind of circle around Bruno.

And the circle was getting even tighter. Until the dogs got to surround Bruno beside a tree.

The dogs then suddenly attacked Bruno at once, making justice themselves, because, as I

said, in the Dog's world they are themselves in charge of being the judge and the police.

There were five dogs against Bruno. Bruno still tried to defend himself but he didn't have

strength to go against them.

And happened what was to be expected: the worst. The five dogs punished Bruno until he

died.

And thus was how Bruno Barberini de Monteverdi died forever. Do you miss Bruno? I miss

him too. The history of the life and death of Bruno Barberini de Monteverdi is a history of

great love:Bruno loved Roberto so much that he didn't allow any other dog to caress his

owner or to attack him.

Was also great the brotherly love that binds Bruno and Max. But the first love was for

Roberto.

Did you get sad with this history? I'm gonna make a request to you: Every time that you feel

lonely, that is, alone, do look for someone to talk to. Chose a big person that is very good to

the kids and who understand that sometimes a boy or a girl is suffering. Sometimes because



of sheer longings, like the budgerigar. I know a lady who plays piano very well in the theatre.

This lady won a present on the day of her birthday, a budgerigar. She won only  the female

one. The worst is that the people who gives away a budgerigar have to buy the two together:

a male and a female which because of their races are so affectionate that it spend all day

kissing each other and cannot be separated. The budgerigar even got sick due to so much

longing for her male mate.

Well, after I told you a little sad history about the budgerigar longing,I want to be happy and

to make you happy with another history.

I am gonna talk about a very good thing: an island.

Would you like to have an island only for each of you and your friends? I would like to have it

very much, but I don't have one.

But a friend of mine bought an island just for her and her friends to relax. Do you know well

how an island is like? It is a piece of land, surrounded by water on all sides.

I wish that you went to visit my friend's island with me. You could take a sea bath, hunt

animals, and at night you could sleep in a hammock. You would not be afraid because I

would sleep in the same room, protecting each boy and each girl.

In this island's sea exist everything: All fish species. Even seahorse

it has. Seeing a sea horse swimming is beautiful: is like a man and a woman

Dancing very slowly.

This island is a little enchanted.

Why? For its air which is aways new, for its grass called thatch that seems to sing into the

wind, through the city of butterflies. My friend and a group of her friends were exploring the

island, and in the middle of a bamboo plantation, they found the city of the butterflies. On this

clearing they live, flying high, flying low, flying around us. Littles, bigs, blues, yellows and of

all colors. It was like a ballet of butterflies on that silence that only an island has.

The island's silence is a different silence: is pervaded with typical sounds of animals and

plants inhabitants. The plants, if grabbed nicely, the leaves seems to be singing. And they

talk to us. What do they say? It depends if we are sad or happy, with the hunger for

beautifulness and hunger for a conversation.

My friend bought the island to live there for a time, kids a little sad who haven't talked with

animals and plants yet. A seahorse received my friend in the sea bath.

There in the seabed is blue and it is of all the other colors too because of the colorful

hedgehog and the starfish and because of the alga movements that gives this undulating

colored.

Do you think I am inventing all this?

But if I swear to God that all that I told you here, on this book, is true, would you



believe me? Then I swear to God that all that I said here is the honest truth. It really

happened. I had respect for boys and girls and that's why I don't deceive any of them.

Well, thank you for believing in me. I don't like to be turned into a liar.

Besides  shoals of little and big fish, in the island's sea there are  shoals of botos or dolphins:

They are like a small whale.

The land animals are birds of all colors and sizes. There are also on the island many snakes

and many lizards. The island's house stays with windows and doors closed to prevent

mosquitoes, lizards, and snakes from entering. There are also herds of tapir.

The island is so big that its owner has yet to know everything. And has a savage part which

was never explored.

The enchanted part is the toys in the night sea: from the fishing with lantern light to the

diving illuminated by the fluorescence of the sea plants.

Ask the big people to explain what fluorescence is.

The fruits are jackfruit, cashew fruit, hog-plum, soursop, and bananas. And from the very tall

coconut tree drops a lot of coconuts, even on us if we are not careful. It also has white and

red guava, and brazilian cherry.

The water used to drink was piped with big bamboo from the island.

Is an island so enchanted that I would be afraid of being alone at night on my

hammock. On this island, there are all species of trees, plants, fruits, and flowers.

Living on an island forever is sad because we don't want to be separated from the family and

friends. But we don't have to live there. Is enough to spend the saturday and sunday.

Well, let's put the island aside and come back to the animals. I have a friend that has a dog

that barks so much and so loud that I wish to bark back to him.

I am very offended when some animal is afraid of me because I am courageous and I

protect the animals. If some of you are afraid, I will take care of you and comfort you.

Because I know the fear that kids have as I was a kid. Until today I fear certain types of

things.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Outra amiga tinha uma cadela chamada Bolinha. Ela era muito normal, mais

normal que muita gente humana e que muitos cachorros. Era uma mãe perfeita.

Cuidava sozinha dos filhotes e lambia eles em lugar de dar banho. Quando minha

amiga chegava perto, empurrava os filhotes com o focinho para apresenta-los.

Bolinha ensinava os filhos a correr e a brincar.

Era muito sensível e um pouco nervosa. Percebia longe a chegada de pessoas.

Quando as pessoas estavam zangadas, ou ela fazia alguma coisa errada,

encostava-se contra a parede e ficava de lá olhando muito sem jeito.

De cavalo não tenho nenhuma história para contar, e é uma pena, porque cavalo



é um animal de grande beleza.

Bem, agora chegou a hora de falar sobre o meu crime: matei dois peixinhos. Juro

que não foi de propósito. Juro que não foi muito culpa minha. Se fosse, eu dizia.

Meu filho foi viajar por um mês e mandou-me tomar conta de dois peixinhos

vermelhos dentro do aquário.

Mas era tempo demais para deixarem os peixes comigo. Não é que eu não seja

de confiança. Mas é que sou muito ocupada, porque também escrevo histórias

para gente grande.

E assim como a mãe ou a empregada esquecem uma panela no fogo, e quando

vão ver já se queimou toda a comida – eu estava também ocupada escrevendo

história. E simplesmente fiz uma coisa parecida co deixar a comida queimar no

fogo: esqueci três dias de dar comida aos peixes! Logo aqueles que eram tão

comilões, coitados.

Além de dar comida, eu devia sempre trocar a água do aquário, para eles

nadarem em água limpa.

E a comida não era qualquer uma: era comprada em lojas especiais. A comida

parecia um pozinho horrível, mas devia ser gostoso para peixe porque eles

comiam tudo.

Devem ter passado fome, igual gente. Mas nós falamos e reclamamos, o

cachorro late, o gato mia, todos os animais falam por sons. Mas peixe é tão mudo

como uma árvore e não tinha voz para reclamar e me chamar. E, quando fui

ver, estavam parados, magros, vermelhinhos – e infelizmente já mortos de fome.

Vocês ficaram muito zangados comigo porque eu fiz isso? Então me dêem

perdão. Eu também fiquei muito zangada com a minha distração. Mas era tarde

demais para eu lamentar.

Eu peço muito que vocês me desculpem. Dagora em diante nunca mais ficarei

distraída.

Vocês me perdoam?


